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- Policy responses must be based upon such understanding.
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  - two compartments: $S_t$ and $I_t$.
  - homogeneous population
  - random matching between susceptibles and infected
  - Force of infection: $\lambda = \beta I_t$.
  - New cases: $\lambda S_t = \beta I_t S_t$.
  - Exit from infection: recovery (rate $v$) and death (rate $\delta$)
  - Change in prevalence: $\frac{dl_t}{dt} = \beta S_t I_t - (v + \delta)I_t$
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- Key ingredient: $\beta$
- Depends on (for STD):
  - the number of sexual partners $n_i$
  - the probability of infection given a sexual act
- Benchmark model (homogenous matching): the average number of partners matters: $E(n_i)$
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- Pandemic context: infectious risk increases
- $\rightarrow$ individual risk taking behavior decreases
- Negative feedback effect
- Self-limiting dynamics.
- Individual responses contribute to limit the spread of the disease
- Economic epidemiology: large and growing literature
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- And carry the disease with them, contributing to the (spatial) diffusion of the disease (positive feedback).
- (e.g. plague in the XIV th century)
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- Incentives to vaccinate diminish as prevalence decreases.
- Free-riding problem: best situation is when everybody is vaccinated...
- ... everybody but me.
- Empirical evidence that vaccination decisions respond to local prevalence (measles,...)
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- Under mandatory vaccination, main issue: compliance.
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- No vaccine (yet...)
- Prevention:
  - Abstinence, reduction of number of partners, condom use, ...
  - Needle exchange programs, ...
  - Antiretroviral therapy (ART): stops mother to child transmission
- More recent evidence:
  - Male circumcision
  - PrEP (pre-exposure prophylaxis): treating susceptible individuals (those at high risk) ...
  - TASP (treatment as prevention): ART lowers the concentration of HIV in the bloodstream. Infected individuals under treatment (almost) do not transmit the disease.
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- Mathematical model of HIV/AIDS (Granich et al., Lancet, 2009)
- Simulation of active policy:
  - Treat “all” infected individuals
  - Requires to test the entire population, and to do it frequently
  - Also relies on compliance (during the asymptomatic phase)
  - Assumes no induced changes in sexual behavior.
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- Testing: “voluntary universal” testing
  - Need to better understand the determinants of individual decisions to test...
  - ... and how these decisions may evolve during an eradication dynamics.
  - smaller incentives to test as disease prevalence decreases!

- Early treatment (as early as possible)
  - Individual benefit of early treatment (wrt being treated once CD4 cell count gets below 350) unclear.
  - Compliance? (asymptomatic yet under daily treatment, and for ever...)

- Evolution of sexual behavior
  - Evidence that C/B affect risky sexual behavior (smaller prevalence, new treatments,...)
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- Examples of reaction function:
  - $\phi(I, \alpha) = 1 + \alpha I^2$
  - $\phi(I, \alpha) = \exp(\alpha I^n)$
- $\partial \phi / \partial I > 0$ represents prevalence elasticity
- Endemic prevalence level $I^*$:

$$\delta l^* = \frac{\beta l^* S}{\phi(l^*, \alpha)} = \frac{\beta l^*(1 - l^*)}{\phi(l^*, \alpha)}$$

$$R_0(1 - l^*) = \phi(l^*, \alpha).$$
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